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HISTORY
The Faces of History
Format: 6 x 40
Broadcaster: NPO MAX

Some legacies stand the test of time: Cleopatra, Joan
of Arc, Shakespeare, Marco Polo, St. Nicholas, Mary
Magdalene. But do we really know them? What did

Asia’s Ancient Civilizations, Series 2
Format: 4 x 48
Broadcater: Channel NewsAsia

Today, South Korean and Japanese pop culture are
global forces. Yet this hypermodernity exists alongside
deeply traditional societies. Historian Peter Lee traces
the ancient roots of these cultures, uncovering the
rise and fall of four kingdoms: Japan’s Ainu People,
Tokugawa (Edo) Shogunate, and Ryuku Kingdom, and
Korea’s Joeson Dynasty.
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they look like? This series delves into the personal
stories of these iconic figures. Based on new and
surprising findings from around the world, renowned
3D artist Mao Lin Liao builds an astonishing life-like
recreation of each figure, bringing history to life right
before our eyes.

Untold Arctic Wars

Digging for Britain, Series 9

Format: 6 x 52 (4K)
Broadcaster: YLE, SVT, NRK, DR

Format: 6 x 60 (all series: 35 x 60)
Broadcaster: BBC

Follow divers and archaeologists as they locate
sunken German aircraft wrecks, investigate hidden
mass graves and track down secret coastal fortresses.
Through unseen colourised archive footage, high-end
CGI and animated maps, archaeologists, researchers
and historians unearth the events that took place in the
icy Nordic battlefields.

From Neolithic hand axes to World War II fighter
planes, elaborate Roman keys to Saxon swords, the
rich history of the UK is revealed and examined like
never before. Professor Alice Roberts is joined by a
team of experts who will dig deeper to understand
the story behind the finds and provide insight and
revelation spanning 10,000 years of British history.

Lost Treasure Tombs
of the Ancient Maya
Format: 2 x 47 / 1 x 120 / 1 x 90
Broadcaster: Channel 4, Discovery Science, France TV

Follow leading archaeologists as they search for clues
to how the Maya lived and what happened to them.
Using stunning CGI imagery and unique access to
excavations we learn about hidden treasures inside
Maya tombs and how their rulers reinvented their
society after the collapse.

DunHuang: Ancient Frontier Fortress
Format: 5 x 27 (4K), 2 x 52 (4K, on request)
Broadcaster: Tencent

100 years ago, a chance discovery of the Mogao
Caves - now a UNESCO heritage site - revealed
the dramatic history of the Silk Road frontier town

DunHuang. For the first time ever, its incredible
story of ancient generals, scheming warlords, pious
monks, and Empress Wu Zetian is brought to life
through dramatic recreations, new archeological
discoveries and expert’s insights into the fascinating
history of the region.
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Ancient Splendours of Rome

Discover Ancient Rome’s most awe-inspiring
accomplishments thanks to high-end CGI and jawdropping dramatic reconstructions. This documentary

event series brings the unique achievements of the
Roman Civilisation roaring back to life. Episode one
visits the infamous Colosseum, where Emperors ruled
and Gladiators fought, while episode two reveals the
mysterious of Pompeii which continue to confound
historians to this day.

The First World

Inferno: Letters from Auschwitz

Format: 1 x 52

Format: 1 x 50
Broadcaster: NHK

The Great Wall of China:
The Making of a Nation

Format: 2 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 52 / 1 x 67 (4K)
Broadcaster: Channel 5

As the Chinese communist party celebrates its 100th
anniversary, examine the key characters and eras in
its turbulent history; the 1920s, the Civil War, the Great
Leap Forward and Deng Xiaoping’s reforms. Did 15
million die in the Great Famine? And how does the
Cultural Revolution shape China today?

This breathtaking aerial journey, uncovers 3000 years
of history. We discover who built this wall, visit the spot
which has welcomed 500 heads of state, including
the Queen of England and end at the impressive
Jiayuguan Fortress, once the intimidating welcome to
all new arrivals entering China from the West.

Ancient Splendours of Rome

Format: 2 x 50
Broadcaster: EBS

100 Years:
China’s Communist Century

This award-winning documentary examines the
legacy of leading philosophers Pythagoras and Plato,
and their impact on the modern world today. Their
influence reaches far and wide, having an effect on
our thoughts, buildings and hierarchies. Filmed across
North America and Europe, this documentary revisits
key locations in the lives and work of these two
legendary figures.
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Mysterious letters were discovered at Auschwitz
following World War II. The heavily-weathered letters
were hitherto illegible, but now digital technology
is shedding light on their contents. These newly
unearthed first-hand accounts offer first person
testimonies of the horrors of Auschwitz, and reveal
how such cruelty was systemized.

tvfinternational.com 5

SCIENCE
Carbon:
The Unauthorised Biography

This definitive story of life’s core element promises
to transform how we think of Carbon, from maligned

destroyer towards a powerful enabler. Carbon is
present in nature, industry, culture, war and love.
Carbon’s life story is an epic journey from the death
of a star to the birth of the modern world, towards an
understanding of today’s most vital issues: energy,
climate and survival. Featuring expert talking heads
including Neil deGrasse Tyson.

Rain: The Untold Story

Eco-Eye: Sustainable Solutions

Format: 3 x 60
Broadcaster: BBC, TG4, LIC

Format: Series 20: 9 x 25 (all series: 48 x 25)
Broadcaster: RTE

Life on Earth would not be possible without rain. Rain,
or the lack of it has shaped and destroyed civilizations
since antiquity, and now climate change is altering the
patterns of rainfall with deadly effect. In this three-part
series we examine the science of rain, our evolving
cultural relationship with rain and solutions to the
global water crisis.

This acclaimed, long running series investigates the
critical environmental issues affecting our world as well
as the impact our surroundings have on our physical
and mental wellbeing. In the latest series we explore
climate friendly farming, updating water infrastructures
and how to decarbonise heating our homes without
leaving many in the cold.

T-Rex: An Evolutionary Journey

Format: 4 x 48 / 2 x 48 (4K)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 52 (4K)
Broadcaster: NHK

Is it possible to re-purpose waste and create a
real ‘Circular Economy’? And how can we harness
green energy to power our future? This global series
investigates groundbreaking climate-saving projects,
from turning plastic into fuel and wasteless lab-grown
meat, to the latest international innovations in solar,
wind, biofuels and natural gas.

The Tyrannosaurus Rex is known as the king of all
dinosaurs. Fierce competition forced them to evolve
into the massive carnivorous terrors that we know
today. Based on the latest scientific insights from
global experts, this fascinating program traces the
T-Rex’s evolutionary path through the epic story of two
T-Rex brothers in brilliant 4K CGI animation.

Climate For Change

Format: 1 x 89 / 1 x 55
Broadcaster: ABC, CBC, Arte / ZDF

Climate For Change

6 tvfinternational.com
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WILDLIFE
Saving the Wild

Extraordinary Ecosystems

Eco-Heroines: The Pangolin

Animal Instincts

Format: 2 x 60 (4K)

Format: 1 x 52 (4K)
Broadcaster: SVT

Format: 1 x 52 (all series: 8 x 52, 4K)
Broadcaster: Ushuaia TV

Format: Series 1: 8 x 52 (4K), Series 2: 3 x 52
Broadcaster: NHK

Shining a light on the realities of frontline conservation
efforts, this series reveals the battle to save Africa’s
last wild animals. Come face to face with big cats
and join a re-wilding operation releasing once captive
cheetahs and lions. Follow the challenge of relocating
53 African elephants across two borders into a new
reserve, and learn more about the threats faced by the
world’s largest land animal.

Discover the brilliant world of biodiversity in this natural
history documentary. From the scorching sand dunes
of Namibia to the bitter waters of the Baltic Sea, this
film visits the most extraordinary ecosystems and the
creatures that inhabit them. We also learn how human
activity has forced species into extinction and reflect
on the importance of preserving diverse environments.

One of the last surviving mammals of prehistoric times,
the pangolin is virtually extinct across the world. But
in Africa and Asia, these creatures are increasingly
victims of illegal wildlife crime, hunted for their meat
and their scales. In the Congo Basin, follow a young
conservationist who is determined to see a different
future for the pangolin.

Discover eleven different species from across the
globe who rely on instinct alone for survival. Featuring
three new episodes telling the story of the fearsome
Mandrill Monkey, the speedy Cheetahs of the
Serengeti, and the beguiling creatures of Japan’s Noto
Peninsula, which is home to a giant blanket octopus
and deep sea-oarfish.

Malaysia’s Last Tigers

Reef Stories

China Wild

Wild City

Format: 1 x 60

Format: 4 x 50 (4K)

Format: 5 x 50 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: CCTV 9

Format: 6 x 48 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

In the ancient rainforest of Malaysia lives the elusive
Malaysian Tiger. Once the monarch of this kingdom,
the Malaysian Tiger has now come under significant
threat from poachers. In an effort to understand
rainforest life and save the species, thousands of
camera traps have been placed throughout the forest,
revealing fascinating and never before seen behaviours
in the animal kingdom.

Coral reefs are hotspots of diversity that support
25% of all marine life. From Recife in Brazil to the
Batangas Sea in the Philippines, this 4K series reveals
the extraordinarily varied creatures that inhabit these
underwater kingdoms. As these reefs face extinction
from rising global temperatures and water acidification,
how are animals adapting and what can man do to
help reverse this destruction?

China has one of the world’s most diverse
ecosystems, with everything from rare Manchurian
Tigers and Amur leopards, to Tibetan foxes to
‘Demoiselle’ cranes. We reveal never-before-seen
behaviours, rare animals, and conservation in action
across China’s main habitats: from grasslands and
forests to megacities and oceans.

David Attenborough narrates four episodes of this
exploration of Singapore’s unique wildlife habitats,
from the overlooked urban interior to the islands and
forests teeming with otter families, crocodiles and
pangolins. Wildlife expert Nick Baker also covers
insects and small animals, and Patrick Aryee explores
the lively river habitats.
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WORLD AFFAIRS

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

Why It Matters: Future Tech

Video Game Wars: Japan

The New Silk Road: Silk Road 2.0

One Way: Hong Kong Exodus

Format: 5 x 23 (all series: 19 x 23 & 4 x 48)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 3 x 48 (all series: 25 x 48)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 2 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

What is the Metaverse? How can we live past
100? And what can we learn from the natural world
around us? Why it Matters returns to examine the
technologies and trends today that will impact how
we live tomorrow. From living, working and playing in
a virtual world, to the latest developments in touchless
tech and biomimicry innovations.

In the 80’s and 90’s Japan dominated global video
games, with favourites from Pac Man to Mario and
Sonic. However, stiff competition from eSports, mobile
gaming, Korea and China re-shaped gaming. We
chart the incredible rise, fall and resurgence of Japan’s
gaming industry, with Nintendo’s Switch and Animal
Crossing bringing new hope.

This award-winning series returns to investigate how
China’s Belt & Road Initiative is changing postpandemic, in the digital, health and green spheres.
Narrator Anthony Morse examines everything from
China’s digital expansion across Asia through Huawei
and its vaccine diplomacy across Africa, to its
environmental efforts.

In Hong Kong today, everyone knows someone who’s
leaving; the UK government estimates some 150,000
migrated through the BN(O) visa scheme in 2021
alone, with 5 million people eligible. We follow the
one-way journey of several families as they uproot
their lives, struggle with the decision, and redefine
themselves in new, unfamiliar places.

Peer to Peer, Series 6 & 7

Coded World

Afghanistan: The War Comes Home

Did Covid Leak from a Lab?

Format: 44 x 24 (all series: 118 x 24 and 6 x 48)
Broadcaster: Bloomberg TV

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 47
Broadcaster: Channel 4

Renowned financier and philanthropist David
Rubenstein meets with global leaders to uncover
their stories and their path to success. Each episode
features an interview with one business leader or
politician, including the insights of public figures such
as McDonald’s CEO Chris Kempczinski, Alphabet CFO
Ruth Porat, and TikTok CEO Shouzi Chew.

Algorithms are everywhere and affect everything we
do. Journalist Anjan Sundaram travels the globe to
explore this technological revolution, and to break
down algorithms’ real life effects. He explores their
power to influence what we choose, affect our
personal liberties and even disrupt nations. How will AI
shape the future of our coded world?

After withdrawing from Afghanistan, the 800,000
Americans who served in the war have been left
unemployed. Why are these veterans joining militias
and becoming what the FBI describes as “the biggest
threat facing the US today?” Through exclusive
interviews, we learn how America’s radicalised
veterans are bringing the war back to domestic soil.

This investigative documentary is an impartial look at
different theories of Covid-19’s origins in an attempt to
discover whether it really started in a market in Wuhan
or if the virus leaked from a research lab. We reveal
how Covid’s origin has been manipulated; uncovering
lies and deceptions perpetrated by the Chinese
government and major organisations.
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Undercover Asia, Series 9

This award-winning investigative series returns to
uncover the hard truths behind topical issues in Asia
and beyond. Reporters on the ground gain exclusive

access to everything from the surge in anti-Asian
racism in the UK, China’s disturbing ‘pet economy’,
China’s plastic surgery boom, the Philippines’
unwanted baby boom, India’s ongoing education
crisis, Singapore’s adult-only Karaoke Bar addiction,
and much more.

Asian Hate in the United Kingdom

India’s Education Crisis

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

COVID-19 triggered waves of attacks on Asians
around the world, with the UK recording a three-fold
rise in anti-Asian hate crimes. Now, reporter Wei Du
returns to Britain to find out how people like her are
still living in fear, uncovering the history of racism
towards Asians in the UK, and how the community is
determined to fight back.

When the pandemic hit in 2020, schools across the
world were forced to switch to remote teaching, but
India has experienced one of the longest closures
of all, fuelling an already unprecedented education
crisis. As results plummet, digital divides widen, and
students drop out, we ask, what is the cost to India’s
young generation?

Format: 10 x 48 (all series: 53 x 48)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia
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Unwanted Baby Boom:
The Philippines’ Teenage Mothers

Singapore’s KTV:
Impossible to Quit?

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

In the Philippines, birth control access has been
limited during the pandemic, resulting in an explosion
of unwanted pregnancies. Many of these unwilling
mothers are just teenagers. We uncover the world of
backstreet abortionists and illegal abortion medicine
traders capitalising on this crisis.

Karaoke (KTV) has been banned for over two years in
Singapore. Yet KTV bars are not only still open – they
are flourishing. We go undercover to the nation’s
clandestine KTV bar industry, meeting the clients and
hostesses at its heart. Discover, first hand, how they
continue to flourish underground and evade detection.

Facing Beauty:
China’s Plastic Surgery Addiction

China’s Pet Economy

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Demand for dramatic plastic surgery in China has
grown drastically over the past ten years. With
exclusive access, we explore the motivations and
factors behind this growth among the nation’s young
population, and discover an addiction to the most
strange and extreme of cosmetic procedures.

Format: 1 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Pet ownership is increasingly popular for middleclass Chinese citizens. But there’s a dark side of this
pet economy, with some animals bought for as little
as US$1.50 shipped without food or water for days
on end. Animal rights activists uncover a disturbing
community of animal abusers who film themselves
torturing pets, sometimes for payment.
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TRUE CRIME
Catching a Serial Killer:
Death & Injustice in Korea

This is the incredible story of the South Korea’s most
infamous cold case involving one of the country’s first

known serial killers. Ten victims were found over four
years, leading to the largest manhunt the country has
ever seen. Catching A Serial Killer recaps the twists
and turns of the police investigation, the vital evidence
that was overlooked and the emotional trauma felt in a
town where locals were scared to leave their homes.

Ximei: Fighting China’s Aids Scandal

We Don’t Play Dolly

Format: 1 x 98 / 1 x 52

Format: 2 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 2 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

My Perfect Family

Being Me

Format: 8 x 29 (all series: 37 x 29)
Broadcaster: TVNZ

Format: 12 x 29 (all series: 48 x 29)
Broadcaster: TVNZ

In this heart-warming and inspiring series, My
Perfect Family celebrates the fantastic parents
around the world who raise their children with a
creative, pragmatic and positive attitude. Discover
how children living with mental and physical disabilities
live their lives to the fullest with the help of their
incredible families.

Being Me shows a side of disability rarely covered
in the media: fun-loving people living fulfilling and
dynamic lives. Despite serious obstacles, these
individuals have risen to take on the world and
conquer their dreams with a bold heart. Challenge
your perceptions in this positive and uplifting series by
seeing the world through another’s eyes.

HEALTH

EXTRAORDINARY STORIES

This award-winning film, executive produced by
internationally renowned artist Ai Weiwei, tells the
story of Ximei, a Chinese woman fighting for fellow
AIDS patients who became infected with HIV during
China’s “Black Blood Economy” when the government
encouraged millions of farmers to sell their blood.
Ximei’s courageous actions transform the tragedy of
Henan’s HIV-infected outcasts into lives of hope.
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This is the extraordinary story of how an obscure team
from Karnataka rocketed to India’s first-ever Blind
Cricket National finals for women, led by inspirational
coach Shika Shetty. Despite losing to champions
Odisha, two years later, they have a chance to avenge
the defeat…Their message to the world: ‘We play real
cricket, we don’t play dolly!’

The Menopause Brain Drain
Format: 1 x 47
Broadcaster: Channel 4

Building on the incredible impact of Sex, Myths and
the Menopause, this documentary investigates the
numbers of women who quit, miss promotions or are

sacked due to a lack of support for and understanding
of the menopause at work. The film also reveals
shocking new scientific research around the ‘brain
fog’ reported by 60% of menopausal woman, and
how testosterone, women’s biggest hormone, affects
mental clarity, energy and libido.

tvfinternational.com 15

Format: Series 4: 10 x 47, Series 5: 10 x 47
Broadcaster: More4

Emergency Helicopter Medics is an adrenaline fuelled
obdoc series that follows extraordinary teams of flying
doctors who are making medical history. Using high
tech lifesaving procedures, new technologies and
advanced field surgery, patients who would often die
before they reach hospital are now being saved.

Super Tunnel

Down for Love

To the Rescue

Format: 9 x 60
Broadcaster: BBC

Format: 3 x 45
Broadcaster: TVNZ

Format: 22 x 21
Broadcaster: The CW Network

With exclusive access this series follows a team of
more than ten thousand engineers and construction
workers as they build a brand new subterranean
railway under London. Costing over $25 billion and
taking ten years to build, it’s the biggest engineering
project in Europe. With opening scheduled for 2022
this is the definitive story of this engineering feat.

This is a dating show with a difference. Six people
living with Down syndrome are on a quest to find love
as they embark on a series of dates - for some of them
their first ever - and gather advice from family, friends,
experts and other couples along the way. As they
take tentative steps toward love, their honesty and
openness might just be a lesson for us all.

To the Rescue follows uplifting stories of love and
redemption featuring rescue dogs from around the
world. Each episode follows cases that intertwine the
work of animal rescue organizations, animal shelters,
transporters, behaviorists and foster families to reveal
what it really takes to help the most at-risk dogs find
their forever families.

Monster Carp, Series 6 & 7

Santa School

Format: Series 6: 1 x 77 & 3 x 46, Series 7: 1 x 77 & 3 x 46
Broadcaster: ITV

Format: 1 x 45
Broadcaster: Channel 5

With plenty of laughs along the way the boys travel
across France, Spain, Italy and Hungary visiting
stunning freshwater lakes and catching the biggest
King Carp to date in locations where former world
record breaking monster fish have been reeled in.
Come along for the ride on this ultimate angling
adventure now celebrating its seventh series!

Welcome to the Northern Lights Santa Academy
where people from around the world learn everything
required to make the perfect Santa Claus. This is a
heart-warming festive film that delves into the wonder
of Christmas, the people that keep the magic alive
and pass it on for generations and how, in turn, these
people are given their own sense of happiness.

Extreme Road Rescue
Format: S1-6: 21 x 45, S7: 30 x 26
Broadcaster: Channel 5

Join the intrepid men and women who come to the
rescue when extreme weather hits the UK. In this highoctane series, we ride shotgun with a returning cast
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FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

INSIDE ACCESS
Emergency Helicopter Medics,
Series 4 & 5

of road rescue specialists. With 360 degree access to
all agencies working on the roads, our cameras are
first at crashes and breakdowns. Discover the work
of paramedics, snowplough drivers, heavy rescue
technicians and highways traffic patrols as they deal
with serious accidents and dangerous breakdowns.

tvfinternational.com 17

Never Out of Reach

Deciphering India

Deciphering South Korea

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

This series takes a powerful and intimate look at
how marginalised people, living on the borderlines
between two countries, struggle to survive and thrive.
From Kinmen Island, the last place China and Taiwan
fought, to the Laotian town of Golden Boten, to the
disputed Tawi-Tawi maritime region, and the complex
Bangladeshi-Indian border.

How can children in the world’s most remote locations
still receive an education? This inspiring series follows
the daily struggles of four uniquely isolated schools
in Pakistan, China, India and Thailand. We meet the
schools’ incredible founders, and the teachers and
volunteers working to ensure the children are never out
of reach.

Award-winning journalist Anjan Sundaram returns
to India to find a nation in flux, where issues like
religion, caste, identity and even food have become
battlegrounds. He investigates everything from spiritual
gurus and the politicisation of the sacred cow, to the
entrenched patriarchy reinforcing gender divides and
threatening women’s lives.

From BTS to ‘Parasite’, K-Culture is everywhere. But
what’s going on in the country itself, and how has it
become such a global force? Korean journalist Joi Lee
dives deep into everything from the realities behind
the Korean Wave, and the Korean Male in a nation at
war, to the struggling millennial generation and the
incredible tech shaping the country.

Deciphering Indonesia

Deciphering The Philippines

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

TV host Cheryl Marella travels across the world’s fourth
most-populated nation to explore hot-button issues
affecting her country today. From testing the true
extent of Indonesia’s religious tolerance and the way
its geological ‘ring of fire’ affects people’s lives, to its
transformation into a digital nation and the diversity of
Indonesian identity.

Filipino journalist Atom Araullo has reported from the
most extreme corners of the Philippines. This time, he
finds a nation going through incredible change. From
the country’s extreme gun culture and the women
fighting against Duterte’s misogyny, to the crossroads
faced by Catholicism and the way land shapes Filipino
identity.

Deciphering South Korea

PEOPLE & CULTURES

Borderlands
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TRAVEL

Magnificent Megacities

Secret China

Hidden Italy, Series 2

Thailand Fantastic

Format: 5 x 52 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: ARTE

Format: 6 x 50 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: CICC

Format: 6 x 30 (all series: 24 x 30)
Broadcaster: Sky Italia

Format: 4 x 50 (4K)
Broadcaster: Thai PBS

This series features five of the most fascinating
megacities in our globalized world, from Morocco to
Malaysia. Each city represents a symbiosis of old and
new, where the tradition of the souq and the mosque
converges with the contemporary world of skyscrapers
and the varied lives of the people inhabiting these
modern metropolises.

China is an industrial giant and urban powerhouse,
but beyond the familiar images of skyscrapers and
bustling crowds, there’s a different China. We meet
extraordinary people, from the farmers clinging to
remote mountains to those who are training hunting
eagles. This is a land of extremes where resourceful
people have built extraordinary lives against the odds.

From tranquil rivieras, to aristocratic country retreats,
ancient mountain towns to hidden architectural
wonders, visit an Italy you never knew existed.
Discover lost Renaissance frescos hidden away in
beautiful cathedrals, steeped in the rich and often
surprising history of a beautiful country. This is the
vacanza of a lifetime.

Discover Thailand’s stunning natural landscapes
and traditional ways of life. From traditional elephant
rearing techniques used along the Mekong, to the
ancient techniques behind Sakon Nakhon’s indigo
cloth production, and the interconnections of human
and animal life around Songkla Lake, Thailand
Fantastic reveals the country’s beauty.

No Luggage Series 3

The World’s Most
Amazing Festivals

Format: 13 x 29 (all series: 182 x 29)
Broadcaster: BTV

Grand Earth
Format: 6 x 44 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: MediaCorp

Travel across the world to explore the communities
thriving in the most incredible places on Earth.
Featuring stunning cinematography, we visit the
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magnificent homes across the world where cultures
live in harmony with the marvels that are found in their
own backyards. From the farmers who built a city in
the caves in Italy to the Nepalese sherpas living at high
altitude, these people have made the Earth’s natural
beauty their home.

This series brings audiences to the world’s most
adventurous and hard-to-reach destinations and
experiences. New episodes feature walking with
gorillas in Uganda, exploring Uplistsikhe Rock City in
Georgia, diving in the Maldives and touring Angkor
Wat in Cambodia. Get up close and personal with the
most far-flung corners of the planet.

Format: 12 x 29

Vibrant costumes, music, dancing and cheering
crowds – these are the ingredients of The World’s
Most Amazing Festivals. Travelling as far as Mongolia,
Guyana and Finland, this series follows local families
as they prepare to celebrate a historic festival. Uncover
the colourful traditions unique to each place, and
rituals passed down for generations.

tvfinternational.com 21

Trail Towns, Series 1 & 2

Brilliant Corners, Series 3

Britain From the Air

Aerial Profiles, Series 3

Format: Series 1: 6 x 30, Series 2: 6 x 30
Broadcaster: SBS

Format: 6 x 52 (all series: 11 x 52)
Broadcaster: World Surf League

Format: 8 x 60 (now in 4K)
Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel

Format: 6 x 52 / 12 x 26 (4K)

This family-friendly travel show is dedicated to cycling
and the great outdoors. Come along for the ride on
a road trip across Australia and New Zealand. From
quaint towns to bustling cities, historic and cultural
insights alongside tantalising food and drinks, as well
as the best bike trails, this show will inspire you to get
off the sofa and into the saddle!

Brilliant Corners is an adventure activism series about
surfing and surf communities in some of the most
exciting and unusual locations on the planet; from
Algeria to India, Madagscar to Papua New Guinea.
This show is a celebration of life, revealing positives
in often misrepresented places and discussing critical
issues of sustainability and responsible tourism.

Beautifully filmed from the air, this definitive series
examines Britain’s rich history and heritage in glorious
4K. From awe-inspiring castles dating back thousands
of years to lavish royal palaces and diverse, idyllic
landscapes, see Britain as never before. Each episode
focuses on a unique aspect of British life, past and
present.

Oman From Above

UAE From Above

Format: 1 x 52 (4K)

Format: 1 x 52 (now in 4K)

Oman is the oldest independent state in the Arab
world, and has a unique and storied history. Discover
the beauty of this fascinating country with this
stunning aerial journey that visits over 50 sites, from
vast deserts to dramatic rocky mountains, quiet bays
overseen by ancient forts to stunning luxury resorts
dotted along the country’s 3000 kilometres of pristine
coastline.

Famous for its record-breaking skyscrapers and
vast island resorts, the United Arab Emirates has a
hidden side of diverse landscapes and natural beauty.
This aerial tour marvels at the magnificent skylines
including the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building.
Away from the cities we explore the other side to the
country, visiting the rolling sand dunes and the Jebel
Jais mountain range.
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Aerial Profiles takes to the skies for a third season
to show how human activity has left its visible mark
on our landscape. We travel from the mountains of
Belgium and Luxembourg to the beautiful coastlines
of Ibiza and the Balearic Islands, from the grand vistas
of Wyoming and New England in the USA to the
unmistakeable topography of Germany whose history
has left an indelible mark on the whole continent.

Australia From Above
Format: 4 x 60 (4K)

This landmark aerial series will focus on The Great
Barrier Reef, the Outback, Western Australia, and
Sydney and New South Wales. Beyond the breathtaking scenery and dramatic landscape, the series

will also focus on human activity, whether it’s an
indigenous dance ceremony, tourists swimming with
whales or a camel road train across the desert. Shot
in 4K, the series will utilise a state-of-the art helicopter
mounted GSS Cinema Pro Gimbal and high-end
inspire drones for harder to access places.
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LIFESTYLE

ARTS
10 Years with Hayao Miyazaki

An exclusive look into the life of anime’s living legend,
Hayao Miyazaki, whose films – including the OscarWinning Spirited Away – captivate viewers around

the world. With his latest project arriving in 2023, this
intimate series chronicles the legendary filmmaker in
a busy but contemplative period working on his two
most recent masterpieces, Ponyo on the Cliff by the
Sea and The Wind Rises, which he had then planned
as his final film.

Quentin Blake:
The Drawing of My Life

Prince Charles and
the Royal Painters

Format: 1 x 60
Broadcaster: BBC

Format: 1 x 51 / 1 x 71 (Now in 4K)
Broadcaster: ITV

This is the first documentary dedicated to Sir Quentin
Blake, one of the most celebrated artists alive
today and who is most recognized for his iconic
collaborations with Roald Dahl. The illustrator and
author tells the story of his 70 year long career with
contributions from the likes of Joanna Lumley.

The Prince of Wales reveals an extraordinary treasure
trove of royal artwork and traces his family’s love of art
through the generations. Featuring inside access to
the spectacular Royal Estates and artwork from Queen
Victoria and the Duke of Edinburgh, we discover the
work of royals past and present.

Visionary Gardeners, Series 1

Format: 10 x 23 (all series: 40 x 23)
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 5 x 22
Broadcaster: Vision TV

This award-winning series returns, travelling the globe
to uncover the world’s best lifestyle experiences
and artisans, and meeting the visionaries redefining
‘luxury’. From high-end cuisine and fashion to artists
and exclusive destinations, Remarkable Living opens
our eyes to enchanting new worlds of luxury and
artistry.

This stunning documentary series filmed across
Canada travels from a mountain summit on Vancouver
Island, across the wintry prairies, and to the rocky
coast of Ontario’s Lake Huron. Along the way, we’re
introduced to the expansive minds of those gardeners
who have brought their personal innovations and
visions to gardening.

Remarkable Living

Format: 4 x 50
Broadcaster: NHK

Remarkable Living, Series 4
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FOOD
Food To Change the World
Format: 4 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 8 x 48
Broadcater: Channel NewsAsia

Food prices are going up across the world, and
restaurateur Ming Tan is on a mission to find out why.
Travelling back to the source of key ingredients, from
French butter and Belgian potatoes to Malaysian pork,
he tracks production chains to see how events in
different countries and industries affect our food.

Food in our Time

Join Michelin-starred chef André Chiang on this
premium culinary journey. Cooking is his life’s purpose,
but he is hungry for more. He embarks across four

continents and eight countries, to seek food’s deeper
meaning and unearth the forces that shape how we
eat. Between meeting visionary chef Massimo Bottura
and foodchemist Hervé This, he explores everything
from the Russian Yakuts’ frozen diet, to chefs
reinterpreting their heritage in Japan, Peru and Ghana.

Secret Delicious

What’s Really In Our Food?

Format: 6 x 23
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Format: 40 x 23
Broadcaster: Mediaworks

Popular food blogger Aun Koh tours Asia in search of
off-menu items, hidden food gems and secret joints.
Aun ventures off the beaten track, from a secret street
food club in Mumbai, to a Bangkok fermentation room
run by one of Asia’s top chefs Along the way, he wines
and dines the chefs that are secretly shaking up food,
drink and fine dining.

This series uncovers the real science behind the
fundamental foods we eat. We debunk the common
myths and misunderstandings surrounding nutrition,
featuring expert opinions, lab tests on popular
products as well as human experiments to find out
exactly what health benefits or risks can stem from the
food that we eat today.

Format: 3 x 48
Broadcaster: Channel NewsAsia

Food to Change The World

Chef Ming Tan discovers the latest food hacks and
examines their potential to change the world for the
better. He reveals and demystifies trends including
healing grief and depression, and managing chronic
diseases, through food. From food for the brain and
food as medicine, to food to save the planet and food
as community.

The Food Chain:
From Source To Table
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Decarbonise
Format: 1 x 52
Broadcaster: SWR, Arte
Producer: Heidefilm

The global superpowers have already missed their
carbon emissions targets. Scientists are looking to

the next solution: actively removing billions of tonnes
of greenhouse gases from our atmosphere. Experts
put the methods to the test, assessing their benefits
and risks. They offer a positive, forward-thinking
perspective on the future, exploring cutting-edge
science and its potential to change the world.

Aussie Metal Detectives
Format: 6 x 44
Producer: Intomedia

Treasure hunters Leon and Shayne uncover artefacts
along the coastlines of Australia and then investigate
how these long lost objects from America, Asia,
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Unbelievable Me
Format: 10 x 45
Producer: Barcroft Studios

In each episode of this uplifting and inspirational series
we will follow the stories of five unique individuals from
across the world living with rare medical conditions,

but who are refusing to let their illnesses limit them.
Each story will be told with authenticity and integrity,
raising awareness of the conditions that each person
is living with and celebrating their differences. Barcroft
Studios will utilise their press agency to help publicise
the series alongside broadcast partners.

Survival of the Fittest
Africa and Europe ended up in such remote corners
of the country. To solve each mystery, the treasure
hunters must become detectives. Shayne and Leon
will interview archaeologists, historians, scientists,
collectors and auctioneers to unlock the stories, and
true value, of their new-found treasures.

Format: 16 x 45
Producer: RJ Media

This 4K competition-based show and format follows
the Adventure Racing World Series, the world’s leading
wilderness expedition. 30 teams featuring the fittest,

bravest and most resilient people on the planet will
compete in eight races, each staged in different
spectacular countries. Air lifted into the unknown and
left to fend for themselves, the teams hike, paddle, ride
and sometimes carry each other.Who will survive the
ultimate test of endurance?
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